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Dear Parent/Carer
This booklet provides you with details of the curriculum that your son / daughter will follow in Year 8 at JFS. It will
allow you to help them plan their studies and revision, and gives you suggested examples of wider reading and
extension activities to try at home. The equipment which your son / daughter will need is indicated, along with some
ways in which parents can help students with their studies.
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any questions about the school’s curriculum as a whole and
individual teachers or Heads of Subject/Faculty if your queries are subject specific. They can be contacted using the
email addresses which are in the ‘Contacting Staff’ section of the school’s website.
I hope that you will find this information useful.
Kindest Regards
Anna Joseph
Assistant Headteacher – Teaching and Learning
a.joseph@jfs.brent.sch.uk
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Accelerated Reader
What is Accelerated Reader?
AR is a programme that will first assess a student’s reading level (or ZPD) and then improve this level as they take
quizzes on books they have read. It is designed to be a fun way for students to assess their own reading and will
provide data on their reading patterns and improvement.
Reading Levels/ZPD
Reading Levels (sometimes called ZPD by the Accelerated Reader system) are not a reading age. Students will be
given two numbers and they should be reading books that fall in between those two numbers which is where they
will be most comfortable reading and answering quizzes. Students should begin by reading books from the bottom
of their reading level as this will make it easier to answer quizzes and build up their confidence. Students have been
given a card with their reading levels on and will be reissued this card at the beginning of every term as they
improve.
Accelerated Reader Quizzes
AR currently have approximately 28,000 reading quizzes to take which students should do as close to finishing their
book as possible. These quizzes comprise of between 5 and 20 questions (depending on the length of the book) and
will be on events from the book (because of the questions that are asked, students will not be able to pass quizzes if
they have only seen the film). Students must get 60% or more in order to pass the quiz, if they do not pass the quiz
it will lock and cannot be taken again from that student’s account.
Quizzes can only be completed in school and not at home – this is to eliminate the possibility of parental help in
completing quizzes; they should only ever be answered by the student who is logged into the system.
What happens when a student finishes a book?
•

•
•

•
•

•

Quizzes should be taken as close to finishing the book as possible on the teacher computer in their tutor
base or English classroom. Alternatively, students can be sent down to the LRC with a note or told to take
the quiz in their own time at break time or lunchtime
Students click on the desktop icon called ‘Accelerated Reader’ and click ‘I am a student’. They will be
prompted to enter their username and password
On the home page, they will click on the orange button that says ‘Accelerated Reader’ and type in the name
of the book they are reading (if they are reading a book from the LRC, it will have a sticker inside the cover
which alternatively has a quiz number that they can also type)
Students then indicate if they read the book on their own, read it with help or was read to and then they
begin the quiz
The quiz must be done in one session, their progress will not be saved and if they do not complete it, the
quiz will be locked (if a student genuinely was not able to complete the quiz due to time restraints, send
them the LRC and it can be unlocked in special circumstances).
Students will be given a score at the end of the quiz and a list of the questions they got right and wrong. If
they scored less than 60%, the quiz will not count towards their total points on the system. Students will
also be given a TOPS report that they print to show parents and teachers how well they did on the quiz and
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also how they are progressing. (If students cannot print out the TOPS report immediately, they will be able
to do this at a later date)
After a quiz has been completed – how do students choose their next book?
Once students have completed a quiz, they should be starting another book straight away. If they struggled with
their previous book and quiz, they should choose something that has a lower Reading Level or if they found the
process a little too easy, they should be choosing something more challenging.
•
•

•

•

•

•

To pick a book that has a suitable reading level, students should click on the desktop icon called ‘AR Book
Finder’.
They should then insert the code ‘LE489386’ into the ‘Enter Keycode’ box on the left hand side of the page
(this code will be added to all of the AR posters in tutor bases and English departments as well as the LRC).
This will give them a list of books that the LRC holds that have quizzes attached to them.
They should then click on ‘Advanced
Search’ and type in the book level they
are searching for (the same numbers as
their reading level).
Students can also search under genre,
topic and book title/author if they want
to check the book level of specific titles
The catalogue will show students what
the specific book level is (BL) and how
many points they will get if they pass the
quiz.
If students have found a book on the
system but it says that it is not in the
LRC, send them down and we are always
happy to consider buying the book

Please continue to ask students what they are reading. If they are taking a long time to finish a book or seem to
be struggling, they should choose a book within their reading level
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Art
Topic One
(September –
February)

Topic Two
(March – July)

Curriculum Content
Objects and Viewpoints
Students will Explore familiar objects from different
viewpoints as the starting point for work.
 Develop ideas by selecting and abstracting
qualities of objects to use as the basis for a
painting.
 Learn about the ideas and approaches of the
Cubists and their influences and make
connections with other artists who worked
from still life.
This project aims to build on the painting skills learnt in Year 7.
Students will be introduced to a range of painting and drawing
techniques associated with the work of Cubist artists. They will
be given the opportunity to record objects and develop ideas
relevant to the theme. They will plan and evaluate their ideas
before producing a final painted composition on the theme.
Animating Art
This unit aims to introduce students to a range of techniques
and ideas used to create animations
 Explore the use of the moving image in animation.
 Analyse paintings, films, cartoons, illustrations, digital
images, photographs and images from contemporary
visual culture.
 Learn how to represent ideas and values using the
moving image.
Student will be given the opportunity to use a wide range of
materials and techniques to explore ideas. They will learn how
to plan and develop an animated sequence. They will use ICT to
develop short animated sequences.

Extra-curricular Activities
Show My Homework: Students will
be set the following tasks on SMHW
for each topic in geography.
Equipment and Books Students
need:
Useful websites:
Parents/Guardians can help their
child by:
Who can I contact?

Assessment
Students will be expected to
demonstrate confidence in a
range of painting techniques.
Students will need to show
care in their selection and use
of colour. Their work journal
should show evidence of an
ability to review, refine and
select ideas.
Students will be assessed
against four criteria:
-

Developing ideas
Experimenting with
materials
Recording
Final piece

Key stage 3 Art Club
Homework will be set regularly and will be directly related to developing the
skills and understanding needed to make progress at each stage of the unit.
Homework can include drawing tasks, collecting information, responding to
art work, developing ideas through research, evaluations.
- Pencil including a 2 B pencil for drawing
- Ruler
- Pritt stick
- Scissors
- Websites of major galleries - National Gallery, Victoria and Albert,
Tate Modern and Tate Britain, National Portrait Gallery, Royal
Academy.
- Helping students to make sure that they have the correct materials
for homework.
- Providing some brushes for homework tasks.
Subject Leader for Art Mr P Rodgers
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Computing
Topic 1
(Term 1)

Topic 2
(Term 2)

Curriculum Content
Web design
 Develop a better understanding of the
criteria required for good website design.
 Creation of a suitable website design.
 Understanding the basics of website
design software to create a homepage.
 Development of website design software
skills to create linked pages.
 Evaluation of completed website.
Database and Spreadsheet modelling
 Design and create a suitable
database.
 Creation of a form for database
queries.
 Creation of standard letter and link
to database query.
 Creation of a financial spreadsheet.
 Addition of queries, charts and
interrogation of spreadsheets.

Assessment
- Review and self-evaluation.
- Extended homework task –
Binary data, computer
development and computer
components.

-

Review and self-evaluation.
Extended homework task Spreadsheet and database
extension tasks based on the
running of a school business.

Topic 3
(Term 3)

Programming with Logicator
 Build, test and edit a set of instructions for
switching output devices on and off in a
timed sequence with a repeat loop.
 Build, test and edit a programme with a
loop to monitor an input from a digital
device, and produce an output when it is
on.
 Build a programme that uses a variable as
a counter. Use procedures as building
blocks to build a larger programme.

-

Review and self-evaluation.
Extended homework task Computer control task to
develop students
understanding of computer
control and the impact of its
use in everyday life and
future development.

Topic 4
(Term 3)

Radio Advert
 Creation of audio track from different
sound files using sound editing software.
 Completion of evaluation sheet to gain an
understanding of the requirement of an
effective radio advert. Students plan
suitable radio advert.
 Students create an effective radio safety
advert.
 Creation of audio track from different
sound files using sound editing software.

-

Review and self-evaluation
Extended homework task Computer control task to
develop students
understanding of computer
control and the impact of its
use in everyday life and
future development.

Show My Homework: Students will
be set the following tasks on SMH
for each topic in Computing.

-

Extended homework task for each term.
Review of each unit.
Self-evaluation of each unit.
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Equipment and Books Students
need:
Challenge and access sheet :
Useful websites:

Parents/Guardians can help their
child by:

Who can I contact?

Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler, ruler,
colour pencils, calculator.
- USB stick.
- All lesson resources including access, challenge and enrichment
resources are saved on the student CRL which students can access
from home.
- https://www.thinkyouknow.co.uk/parents
- http://scratch.mit.edu
- http://www.learnpython.org
- http://www.picaxe.com/Teaching/Logicator-Flowcharting-Software/
- http://www.audacityteam.org/home/
- Support students in the research required for the extended
homework tasks.
- All class and homework resources are saved on the student central
resource library that can be checked at home. Please encourage
them to finish complete all lesson tasks if they have been away.
- Please use Show My Homework to catch up on homework that has
been set.
- Discuss Computing related topics that occur in the news.
Subject Leader for Computing
Mr West
-

Teachers of Year 8 Computing
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Mr West
Mr Miguez
Mr Balou

Year 8 Unit Rotations
Design Technology is taught on a carousel system including 10 week unit rotations in Product Design, Food
Preparation and Nutrition along with Art & Design and IT.
Product Design

Food
Preparation
and Nutrition

Unit Content
Ice-Lolly (Graphics and 3D Prototyping)
Students will undertake a design and make activity which
will enable them to design, prototype and market a
commercially viable product, including;
 Product analysis of existing ice cream products
and analysis of target market needs/wants,
 Design and prototype modelling of 3D concept
for new ice cream product,
 Creating brand identity and effective
packaging for marketing purposes.

Assessment
- Each design and make task
will be assessed using
assessment for learning (AfL)
strategies including teacher,
peer and self- assessment.
- All work will be graded using
the DT marking criteria which
rewards both achievement
and a student’s mindset to
learning.

Nutrition and Diet
Students build upon the knowledge, understanding and
practical skills from their Year 7 studies, including;
 Functional properties of ingredients (cakes) Investigate the different cake making methods
and the functions of ingredients use for making
cake.
 Functional properties of ingredients (pastry) Investigate the different pastry making methods
and the functions of ingredients use for making
pastry.
 Food miles - the benefits and problems
associated with importing foods and ways of
reducing food miles. Plan and prepare a dish
using locally sourced ingredients.

Assessment of practical activities,
including making of;

Extra-curricular Activities
Show My Homework:
Equipment and Books
Students need:

Challenge and access
sheet:

Useful websites:

-

Cupcakes to demonstrate
safe and correct use of
electrical appliance and oven.
Savoury pastry to
demonstrate correct use of
the hob and oven.
An individual dish planned
and prepared using locally
sourced ingredients.

The school workshops are open at break and lunchtimes for any student wishing to
complete individual projects in consultation with the subject leader for DT.
Each unit has an accompanying homework booklet consisting of a series of related
homework tasks and extension tasks. This booklet will be issued electronically for
students to complete, print out and hand in when requested.
• Whilst the department endeavours to provide all materials and ingredients for DT
activities, occasionally it may be necessary for students to provide their own. DT
staff will advise parents in advance of any such lesson.
• DT units are completed in specialist A4 booklets.
• Students should have their full pencil case, including; Blue/black pen, green pen,
pencil, ruler, ruler, colour pencils, calculator.
• Students work in booklets which provide a range of differentiated tasks.
• Score descriptors are on each booklet to enable students to know how to improve
their work.
• These descriptors are also used for peer / self-assessment and target setting
activities.
• Technology Student (www.technologystudent.com) and BBC Bitesize
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Parents/Guardians can
help their child by:
Who can I contact?

(www.bbc.co.uk/education) information on a wide range of DT topics.
• www.foodafactoflife.org.uk and www.nutrition.org.uk for Food related topics
• Visiting design museums and exhibitions in London.
• Preparing and eating healthy food together as a family.
Subject Leader for DT
Mr Attwood
Teacher i/c BTEC Hospitality
Mrs Moore
KS4 Co-ordinator: Food
Ms Connolly
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English
Topic 1
(September – December)

Curriculum Content
The Study a Novel
 The study of a
novel, including
themes, characters,
context, language
and structure.
 Opportunities for
creative writing
tasks linked to the
novel.

Assessment
- Reading Assessment:
- Extract-based assessment
question, focused on the
writer’s methods.
- Writing Assessment:
- Writing to Describe/Narrate
based on a given image.

Topic 2
(January –February)

Romantic Poetry
 A study of a range
of poems, focusing
on themes, poetic
devices and how
effects are created.
 Developing the
skills of comparing
poems.

-

Reading Assessment:
Analysis of an unseen
Romantic Poem

Topic 3
(March - April)

Expressing Viewpoints
 Exploring
transactional
writing texts such
as articles, letters
and leaflets.
 Exploring how to
write to argue,
explain and inform,
and the features of
transactional
writing.
Extracts from
Shakespeare’s Tragedies
 A study of extracts
from a selection of
Shakespeare’s
tragedies.
 A focus on the
methods to create
a tragedy, including
language and
structural features.
Dystopian Fiction
 A study of a series
of extracts from
dystopian texts
across time.
 Exploring different

-

Reading Assessment:
Exploring how writers
express views on a particular
topic.
Writing Assessment:
Write an article arguing a
viewpoint on a particular
topic.

Topic 4
(April - June)

Topic 5
(June-July)
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-

-

Reading Assessment:
How does the extract
provided conform to the
genre of Tragedy?

-

Reading Assessment:
Responding to an extract
and exploring the ideas
presented.
Writing Assessment:
Creative Writing Task –

-

aspects of the
genre and creating
own ideas about
dystopian societies.
Show My Homework:

Equipment and Books Students
need:
Useful websites:
Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

Who can I contact?

Write the opening of your
own dystopian story.

Each unit of work will be accompanied by a points-based
Homework Project. These will include an assortment of tasks that
students can choose from, and will complete during the course of
the topic. Additional homework tasks may be set by class
teachers via Show My Homework during the half term also.
- Class exercise book and Homework/Assessment folder
- Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
ruler, colour pencils.
- Reading Book
• BBC Bitesize (www.bbc.co.uk/education)
-

Reading with their child regularly/ discussing books/
reading material
Supporting them with completing homework project
tasks

Subject Leader for English
Assistant Director of KS3 & KS3
Coordinator for English
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Ms Rajpersad
Mrs Michaelides

French
Topic 1
(September –
October)

Topic 2
(November –
December))

Curriculum Content
Famille et domicile (Module 1)
 Talking about families.
 Using ‘– er’ verbs.
 Talking about jobs people do.
 Using masculine and feminine
nouns.
 Talking about where people live.
 Using ‘depuis’ + describing the
weather.
 Using the connectives ‘quand’ and
‘si’.
 Describing a typical day using ‘–ir’,’
and irregular verbs.
Temps libre (Module 2)










Topic 3
(January- Mid
February)

Topic 4
(Mid FebruaryApril)

Talking about last weekend.
The perfect tense with ‘avoir’.
Talking about yesterday evening.
The perfect tense with irregular
past participles.
Talking about TV programmes you
have watched + Giving opinions
using ‘c’etait’.
Talking about where you went.
The prefect tense with ‘etre’.
Talking about events in the past.
Extending and linking sentences.

Assessment
- Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

End of unit 1 and 2
assessments:
Reading
Translation
Speaking

-

Les sorties (Module 3)

-

 Making and reacting to invitations.
 Using the verb ‘vouloir’.
 Making excuses + using the verbs
‘pouvoir’ and ‘devoir.
 Talking about clothes + adjectival
agreements.
 Shops and shopping using
comparative adjectives.
 Understanding a longer text
including mixed tenses.
 Using comparatives and
superlatives.
Manger et boire (Module 4)

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

End of unit 3 and 4
assessments:
Listening

 Talking about food.
 The definite article after aimer and
‘preferer’.
 Talking about French meals.
 The partitive article: ‘du/de
la/des’.
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-

Preparing for a party.
Using ‘il fait’ + the infinitive.
Shopping for food.
Using ‘de’ with quantities.
Eating at a restaurant with short
dialogues.
Voyages et vacances (Module 5)






Topic 5
(May- June)

Topic 6
(Mid June -July)

 Talking about countries an
languages.
 Using the preposition ‘à’ and ‘en’.
 Asking about holidays.
 Asking questions using question
words.
 Describing a holiday centre and
giving opinions.
 Talking about a past holiday in
Senegal.
 More practice with the perfect
tense.
 Finding information about a
holiday destination.
 Taking part in unsubscribed
dialogue.
Les copains (Module 6)











Talking about your friends.
Using ‘notre’ and ‘nos’.
Talking about pocket money.
Using ‘avoir besoin de …’.
Talking about gadgets.
More comparatives and
superlatives.
Present, past and future.
Using the 3 main time frames.
Hopes and wishes.
Using different verbs + the
infinitive’.

Show My Homework: Students
will be set a variety of tasks on
SMH for each topic in French:

Equipment and Books
Students need:

-

-

-

-

-

Writing
Translation

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

End of Year
assessments for
Modules 1, 2, 3, 4 and
5: :
Writing
Translation
Reading
Speaking

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

No assessments after
end of year exams. End
of year ‘writing
homework’ project
should be redrafted for
display.

Regular revision of vocabulary on www.memrise.com
(Pupils create their own account and accrue points)
Regular vocabulary tests
Written accounts
Translations
Reading comprehension
Grammar exercises and revision of grammar
Class exercise book
Text book
French dictionary (pocket-size is fine) is compulsory
Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
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Useful websites:

Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

Who can I contact?

rubber, coloured pencils.
- www.memrise.com
- www.languagesonline.org.uk
- www.duolingo.com
- www.quizlet.com
- www.bbc.co.uk/languages
- Work out a weekly vocabulary revision timetable
- Supervision of regular revision on www.memrise.com
- Encourage students to make flashcards to revise
vocabulary
- Ensure that students use useful websites
- Check that students have read and responded to teacher
feedback
Subject Leader for MFL
Ms L Simmons
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Geography
Topic 1
(September –
November)

Topic 2
(December February)

Topic 3
(March - May)

Topic 4
(April - July)

End of year
topics:
(July)

Curriculum Content
Assessment
Amazing Ecosystems –
- Place knowledge
Introducing geography:
assessment on
 How do tropical ecosystems work?
Australia.
 What climate systems affect the
- Essay: Explain how
tropics?
ecosystems can be
 What are the threats facing the
threatened by farming
Daintree Rainforest and the Great
in Australia.
Barrier Reef?
- Skills: Climate graph &
analysis.
 What should be the future for these
important ecosystems?
International Development –
- Place knowledge
 Describing the physical and human
assessment on Ghana.
- Essay: Explain how a
geography of Africa – focus in on
development solution
Ghana.
can bring positive
 What are challenges in rural areas in
change for rural Ghana
Ghana?
- Skills: Describing
 What is the development multiplier
distribution and line
effect and how can it bring about
graph & analysis
change?
 Contrasting top down and bottom up
solutions for rural areas in Ghana
Extreme Weather
- Place knowledge
 Is the world becoming more
assessment on New
dangerous in terms of climate
Orleans, USA.
- Essay: Explain the
hazards?
formation of
 What causes hurricanes in the tropics
hurricanes.
and mid-latitude storms in the
- Skills: Describing
temperate latitude (e.g. UK)?
distribution of
 Hurricane Katrina, 2005. Hurricanes
hurricanes, comparing
in the developed world – how did
bar charts.
America cope? Impacts and
Solutions.
 The UK winter storms, 2013. Midlatitude storms in the developed
world – how did the UK cope?
Impacts and Solutions.
Dramatic Coasts
- Place knowledge
 Explaining physical processes along
assessment on the
the Jurassic coast – Chesil Beach,
Jurassic Coast, Dorset.
Durdle Door and Old Harry Rocks.
- Essay: Explain the cycle
 What are the economic challenges
of decline in rural
facing Dorset?
Dorset.
 Future Dorset: Options to reverse the
- Skills: Describing
cycle of decline – investment:
distribution and
Aerospace, digital, Port of Poole,
scatter graph &
farm diversification.
analysis.
Food Security - the world’s dry lands.
- Place knowledge
 Where are the world’s semi-arid
assessment on
regions and what is their climate like?
Ethiopia
 How is soil formed and how does soil
- Essay – Explain the
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vary around the world?
 Physical and human causes of food
insecurity
 The effects of famine in Ethiopia –
2015-16
 Top down and bottom up solutions to
food security around Africa.
Show My Homework:
Students will be set the
following tasks on SMH for
each topic in geography.
Equipment and Books
Students need:

Challenge and access sheet –
all lesson resources including
access, challenge and
enrichment resources are
saved on the student CRL
which students can access
from home.
Useful websites:

Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

short and long term
effects of a famine
event.

Title page and initial topic research, surprise me! (creative HW),
place knowledge fact file, essay preparation, research HW geography in the news, vocab and meaning quiz, spelling quiz, atlas
quiz.
- Dark green class exercise book and light green assessment
book.
- Philip's Modern School Atlas (students can keep this at
home).
- Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
ruler, colour pencils, calculator.
- USB stick
- Geography lessons and assessment have ‘help’ ACCESS
sheets to provide sentence starters and word bank.
- Each lesson has a challenge reading and task to support
students move up to the grade 7.
- Each topic has a list of enrichment resources designed to
enthuse and push your understanding beyond the
curriculum!
- Twitter - @JFSGeography https://twitter.com/JFSGeography
- OS map skills website:
http://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/
(username and password given out in lessons)
- GIS - https://www.arcgis.com/home/index.html
- http://storymaps.arcgis.com/en/
- http://mapmaker.nationalgeographic.org/
- Geography exercise books – Please look at students’ two
geography books; their light green book have formal
assessments with teacher feedback and their dark green
class book contains work from lessons and shorter HWs.
Students must check they understand what we have
completed in lessons to help them. Please encourage
students to really read teacher targets carefully and double
check they have acted on it in the next assessment. It is also
good practice at secondary school to review their class work
weekly and fill in their ‘student guide self-review guide’ for
geography.
- Lesson resources for review and when students are away
ill - All class and homework resources are saved on the
student central resource library that can be checked at
home. Please encourage them to finish complete all lesson
tasks if they have been away. Also please use Show My
Homework to catch up on homework that has been set.
- Discussing geography topics that occur in the news.
- Places to visit – ‘Wildlife Photographer of the Year’ annual
exhibition at the Natural History Museum, National
16

Maritime Museum at Greenwich.
Try and actively use atlases and maps with them in every
day conversations e.g. on holiday and around London to
progress students sense of place e.g. researching on the OS
website
Subject Leader for
Ms Williams
Geography
Mr Waterhouse
Deputy Subject Leader for
Geography
Teachers of Year 8
Mr Waterhouse
geography
Miss Fursey
Mrs Hancock
Miss Papayiannis
Miss Sassoon
Geography Support
Mrs Romeu
-

Who can I contact?
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History
Topic 1
(September)

Topic 2
(OctoberNovember)

Topic 3
(November December)

Topic 4
(January February)

Topic 5
(FebruaryMarch)

Topic 6
(April)

Topic 6
(May)

Curriculum Content
What was so remarkable about the
Renaissance?
 Exploration of why Renaissance ideas
were generated in Italy.
 A study of Renaissance art.
 The age of discovery.
 Importance of the development of the
printing press.
Why was there so much religious change in
Tudor England?
 European Reformation.
 Why Henry broke from Rome.
 Religious changes under Edward &
Mary.
 How Elizabeth I tried to bring stability.
Why was the King killed?
 Legacy of James I reign.
 Exploration of the reasons Charles I
was unpopular.
 Build up to the civil war & reasons for
outbreak.
 Impact of the civil war.
Controversial Cromwell: Why do people still
disagree about him?
 Ireland.
 Levellers.
 Relationship with Parliament.
 Re-settlement of Jews.

Assessment
- Assessed homework: A
mini book on the
Renaissance & its
significance.

-

Class essay: Why was
there so much religious
change?

-

Homework essay: What
was the main cause of
the English Civil War?

-

Class assessment:
Source analysis

The return of the monarchy: How much
power did they really have?
 Return of the monarchy: Charles I.
 The Glorious Revolution.
 Overview of the changing power of
monarchy.

-

What was so revolutionary about the
Industrial Revolution?
 The reasons why Britain experienced
an Industrial Revolution.
 Richard Arkwright.
 The geography of the Industrial
Revolution.
Should we feel proud of the British Empire?
 Exploration of the motives behind
empire building.
 Exploration of the experiences in
different parts of the Empire.
 Consideration of different historical
interpretations of the British Empire.

-

Assessed project:
Diagrammatic
representation of the
changing power of the
monarchy
Knowledge test: Early
modern monarchs
Assessed homework:
Formal letter explaining
where a museum of the
Industrial Revolution
should be located?
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-

-

Surprise me homework

Topic 7
(May-June)

End of year
topic:
(June-July)

Why was there a campaign to end the slave
trade?
 Triangular trade and the Middle
Passage.
 Conditions on plantations.
 Abolition of the slave trade
How successful was the French Revolution?
 Impact of 4th July.
 What French society was like before
the revolution.
 Louis XVI and Marie Antoinette.
 The revolution and its consequences.

Show My
Homework:
Students will be
set a range of
homework on
SMH for each
topic in history.
Equipment and
Books Students
need:
Useful websites:

Class assessment:
Source analysis &
explanation

-

Creative homework task

-

The homework tasks will vary for each historical enquiry (topic).
Some homework will prepare directly for the assessment tasks.
Assessed homework tasks will be identified to students in advance.

-

Purple exercise book – assessments & feedback sheets should be
secured in these
Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler, ruler, colour
pencils, scissors & glue, calculator.
USB stick
http://spartacus-educational.com/ Good for factual information.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zk26n39 Good for concise
factual detail.
http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/education/focuson/film/filmarchive/ A range of short video clips.
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=crash+course+history
Short videos providing engaging introductions to a range of historical
topics.

-

Parents/Guardian
s can help their
child by:

-

-

-

-

History exercise books – Encourage them to read back through their
lessons to identify anything they are still unclear of. They should look
this up on the websites Spartacus Educational or BBC History, if they
still do not understand encourage them to make a note in their exercise
book to ask their teacher. Encourage them to go to the LCR or local
library & select a book to read on the topic they are studying
Revision techniques – Encourage them to revise content
 Mind maps for the topic studying
 Learn key concepts/terms & spellings for each topic
 Create a timeline of the key events studied so far – it
would be useful to add in key figures/leaders – this will
help their chronological understanding
Lesson resources for review and when students are away ill –If
absence please remind them to seek out work missed from their
teacher – teachers in the department usually provide material via
Edmodo classrooms they have set up for the class. Please encourage
them to work through tasks. Also please encourage them to use Show
My Homework to catch up on homework that has been set.
Discussing history topics that occur in the news.
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Visiting historical sites in local area or when on holiday For example:
Visiting the Tower of London, Hampton Court, the Greenwich Maritime
Museum, Jewish Museum, or Museum of London would all be relevant
for the course.
Subject Leader for History
Mrs Ashcroft
Deputy Subject Leader for Geography
Ms Toth
Teachers of Year 7 History
Mrs Fox
Mr Barringer
Mr Butler
Ms Wolfson
History Support
Ms Borgul
-

Who can I
contact?
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Ivrit
Topic 1
(September –
October)

Topic 2
(November December)

Topic 3
(January February)

Topic 4
(March - April)

Topic 5
(May - June)

End of year
topics:
July

Curriculum Content
Family & relationships –
 Initial revision of personal information
of self, friends and family members.
 Extension of family members
(building on from year 7).
 Follow longer written and oral texts
referring to a number of different
people.
 Physical descriptions.
 Describing personality.
Hobbies & free time –
 Hobbies and leisure activities.
 Opinions (my favourite hobby is… ) and
justification using adjectives (fun, easy,
boring).
 Making future plans.
 Revision of time.
 Time expressions (times of day etc.).
My home –
 Describing a house / type of homes e.g.
a flat / house.
 Rooms in the house.
 Prepositions.
 Furniture.
 Life on a kibbutz .
My day –
 Daily routine – Extension to ‘Daily
routine’ module (year 7).
 School subjects and timetable.
 School rules - ... אסור/ מותר.
 Israeli schools- comparison with UK.
school, uniform etc and times of
day/meals .
Holidays
 Revision of places / countries and
languages.
 Revision of weather – extend to
different tenses (be a weatherman
reporter).
 Seasons.
 Revision of leisure activities.
 Clothes – packing for a holiday.
 Water sports, winter sports, summer
sports.
 Ask and give directions.
All topics included in end of year test
 Family.
 Hobbies.
 My home.
 My day.
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Assessment
- Skills: Writing (an open
task assessing ability to
write sentences in Ivrit)

-

Skills: Listening &
reading

-

Skills: Writing

-

Skill: Speaking

-

Skills Assessment

-

Skills: Reading &
listening

 Holidays
Show My Homework: Students
will be set the following tasks on
SMH for each topic in Ivrit.

-

‘Wanted’ poster.
Design a Facebook page that includes a detailed hobbies
/ free time activity description (see Facebook template).
Extension: Include future plan.
Sell a house (using a range of adjectives) - Success
Criteria.
Make a video clip / PowerPoint – A day in My Life (use of
infinitive, modals, past tense).

Challenge:
- Preparing a scene in a cafe
-

Equipment and Books Students
need:
Useful websites:
Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:
Who can I contact?

Draw a map of your neighbourhood giving directions
from your home to a point of interest

Class exercise book.
Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
ruler, colour pencils.
- Quizlet
- Work out a weekly vocabulary revision timetable
- Encourage students to make flashcards to revise
vocabulary
- Ensure that students use useful website/s
Subject Leader for Ivrit
Mrs Maurer
Teachers of Year 8 Ivrit
Mrs Epstein
Mrs Colover
Miss Ashuri
Miss Hadar
Mrs Wagman
-

Ivrit (Yesh Va’Yesh)
Topic 1
(September –
October)

Topic 2
(November -

Curriculum Content
New school year –
 Talk about preparing for the new
school year.
 Express feelings and opinions about
summer holidays and the first day back
at school.
 Describe what is in a school.
 Read and understand a timetable in
Hebrew.
 Write a timetable in Hebrew.
 Compare school subjects and the
school day in Israel and the UK.
 Express and justify opinions about
school subjects and teachers.
Israeli schools –
 Compare experiences at primary and
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Assessment
- Skills: Reading

-

Skills: Speaking

December)

Topic 3
(January February)

Topic 4
(March - April)

Topic 5
(May - June)

End of year
topics:
July

secondary school and express a
preference.
 Describe what you wear to school,
including likes and dislikes.
 Discuss what is allowed and not
allowed.
 Express and justify an opinion about
school uniform.
Food –
 Talk about what you have for breakfast
– usually and occasionally.
 Say what you ate for breakfast this
morning.
 Describe your favourite breakfast.
 Read and understand a menu in
Hebrew.
 Order food in a restaurant.
 Describe a past visit to a restaurant.
 Ask and answer questions about what
you and others usually eat and have
eaten recently.
Friendships –
 Describe someone’s personality and
characteristics.
 Talk and write about family and friends.
 Talk about what you look for in a
friend.
 Discuss activities that you do with
friends.
Free time activities
 Talk about what you are going to do in
the near future.
 Talk about activities that you and
others did in the past.
 Talk about what you do in your spare
time.
 Express and justify opinions about
young people and use of technology.
 Ask and answer questions about
favourite books, films and television
programmes.
All topics included in end of year test
 New school year.
 Israeli schools.
 Food.
 Friendships.
 Free time activities.

Show My Homework: Students
will be set the following tasks on
SMH for each topic in Ivrit.

-

-

Skills: Reading &
Listening

-

Skill: Writing

-

Skills Assessment

-

Skills: Listening &
writing

Write a fact file about an Israeli school
Plan, prepare and deliver a group presentation about an
ideal school
Write a food diary
Make suggestions about places to go with other people
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and plan an outing

Equipment and Books Students
need:
Useful websites:
Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:
Who can I contact?

Challenge:
- Express wishes for the new school year
- Compare school uniforms in the UK, Israel and other
countries
- Recommend a book or film
- Class exercise book.
- Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
ruler, colour pencils.
- Quizlet, Yesh Va’Yesh
- Work out a weekly vocabulary revision timetable
- Encourage students to make flashcards to revise
vocabulary
- Ensure that students use useful website/s
Subject Leader for Ivrit
Mrs Maurer
Teachers of Year 7 Ivrit
Mrs Epstein
Mrs Colover
Miss Ashuri
Miss Hadar
Mrs Wagman
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General Jewish Studies
Unit 1
(September –
October)
Unit 2
(October –
November)

Unit 3
(NovemberJanuary)

Unit 4
(January February)

Unit 5:
(March- April)

Unit 6:
(April - May)

Unit 7:
(June – July)

Unit 8 :
(July)

Curriculum Content
Introduction –
 How the Jews arrived in Egypt.
 The Role of Pharaoh and his plan.
 The birth of Moshe.
 Racism & stereotyping.
Moshe in Egypt–
 The discovery of Moshe by Batya.
 The naming of Moshe.
 Moshe growing up in the royal palace.
 The incident with the taskmaster.
 Fleeing to Midyan & the burning bush.
Dealing with Authority–
 Moshe’s demand to Pharaoh to free
the Jews.
 Pharaoh’s response to Moshe.
 Respect for authority, elderly and
teachers.
 Parental responsibilities.
The 10 plagues –
 The 10 plagues.
 The Pesach offering.
 Gratitude.
 The purpose of punishment.
 Assimilation.
Leaving Egypt –
 Gold and silver.
 Crossing the Yam Suf.
 Nachshon & Individuality.
 The Shira.
 Pesach .
The Torah
 Matan Torah.
 The 10 Commandments.
 The Oral Torah.
 The Golden calf.
The Midbar
 Half a shekel.
 Working together.
 Bystanders.
 The Manna.
 Korach.
 Moshe & the rock.
 The Death of Moshe.
Shoftim (Judges)
 Intro
 Devorah
 Battle of Sisera
 Women in Tenach
 Gideon

Homework
- Anti-Racism/Stereotyping
poster
- Sticks & Stones essay
-

Family Tree project
Moshe’s character essay

-

Free Will essay

-

Jewish Pride T-shirt
Punishment essay

-

Individuality Profile
Nachshon essay

-

Oral Torah essay
Exodus board-game

-

The idiot Guide to ‘Mann’
Things to do in Canaan
guide
Korach’s intentions essay

-

-
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General knowledge and
Skills based task

Show My Homework: Students
will be set the following tasks
on SMH for each topic in JS.
Equipment and Books
Students need:
Useful websites:

Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

Poster, evaluation essays, understanding essays, T-shirt design,
fact file, board-game, the idiot Guide to Mann
- Sefer Shemot booklet/ Life of Moshe (Units 1-7)
- Blue exercise book
- Jewish Studies folder
- aish.com
- chabad.org
- www.g-dcast.com
- www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org
Jewish Studies exercise books – Please look at students’ exercise
books; All homework should be completed on paper and glued in
with the corresponding standardised sheet after the homework
has been marked. After students have read feedback, they must
show they understand what they could do to improve by rewriting
their work in the spaces provided. Please encourage students to
read the teacher targets carefully and double check they have
acted on it in the next homework/assessment.
When students are absent – It is the student’s responsibility to
check if any work has been set on my homework and complete it.

Jewish Studies Iyun Programme
Each of the four disciplines is taught in rotation, topic by topic and relate to the overarching theme
of our relationship with God
Curriculum Content
Chumash

Homework

Introduction
 The names of the second book
of the Torah.
 The concept of names.
 Slavery in Egypt.
 Anti-Semitism.
 The midwives.
Moshe
 Moshe’s upbringing.
 Moshe’s leadership.
 What makes a good leader?
The Burring Bush
 The symbolism of the burning
bush.
 Moshe’s response to God.
 Humility.

Gemara

-

D’var Torah
Significance of names
Nickname Evaluation
essay

-

Midwives D’var Torah
Midwives Newspaper
article

-

Great Jewish Leaders

-

Halachic clockface

Seder Night
 The correct time to perform the
Seder.
 Understanding the Jewish day.
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Leaning
 When is leaning required?
 The symbolism of leaning.
 Freedom.
Do mitzvoth require intention?

Halacha

 the Mishna about eating Maror
twice.
 Dilemmas.
 Examining commentaries and
sources to resolve them.
Shelichut
 The first sin.
 Acting sinfully on someone
else’s behalf.
Mishloach Manot
 The mitzvoth of Purim.
 Understanding the mitzvah of
Mishloach Manot.
 Dilemmas.
 Examining commentaries and
sources to resolve them.
Kiddush

-

Freedom essay
D’var torah for Seder
night

-

Mitzvot require
intention film

-

Shelichut dilemmas

-

Mishloach Manot
flowchart

-

Kiddush Guide

 The source for the mitzvah of
Kiddush.
 How to perform the mitzvah.
 When there is no wine.

Show My Homework:

Students will be set all the above homework tasks on show my
homework

Equipment and Books
Students need:

-

Iyun booklet and blue exercise book
Jewish History booklet and green exercise book
Jewish Studies Folder
All books must be brought to every lesson

Useful websites:

-

aish.com
chabad.org
www.g-dcast.com
www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org
www.myjewishlearning.com

Parents/Guardians can help

Jewish Studies exercise books – Please look at students’ exercise
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their child by:

books; All homework should be completed on paper and glued in
with the corresponding standardised sheet after the homework
has been marked. After students have read the feedback, they
must show they understand what they could do to improve by
rewriting their work in the space provided. Please encourage
students to read the teacher targets carefully and double check
they have acted on it in the next homework/assessment.
When students are absent- It is the student’s responsibility to
check if any work has been set on show my homework.

Who can I contact?

Deputy Head: Jewish Life
& Learning
Head of Faculty for Jewish
Education
Deputy Subject Leader
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Mr D. Marcus
Mr S Rinkoff
Mrs A Keene

Mathematics
Curriculum Content
Topics
Autumn 1

Topics
Autumn 2
Topics
Spring 1

Topics
Spring 2

Topics
Summer 1
Topics
Summer 2

Assessment Points

Number:
 Factors & multiples, HCF, LCM
 Calculating with negatives
 Rounding
 Percentages
 Fractions
 Calculating with decimals
Number, Ratio/Proportion:
 Squares & cubes
 Powers of 10 & standard form
 Ratio & proportion & best buys
Algebra
 Simplifying algebraic expressions
 Index notation
 Expanding brackets & factorising
 Solving equations
 Equation of a straight line
 Real life graphs



Assessment 1: Week
commencing 5th Nov



Assessment 2: Week
commencing 25th Feb



End of Year Test: Week
commencing 3rd June

Textbooks
Geometry & measures
 Circles
 Area & perimeter
 Volume & surface area
 Transformations
 Constructions
Statistics
 Probability

Collins maths frame working 3rd
edition Pupil books:
2.1 for Band 3
2.2 for Band 2
2.3 for Band 1

Statistics
 Questionnaires & collecting data
 Scatter graphs

Show My Homework:
Equipment and Books Students
need:
Challenge and access sheet – all
lesson resources including access,
challenge and enrichment resources

3 pieces of homework will be set per fortnight (30 minutes each).
This could be a range of activities: book work, online homework,
learning, revising, and research tasks.
- Class exercise book
- Relevant textbook
- Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
ruler, colour pencils, scientific calculator.
-

Junior Maths Challenge: Thursday 30th April 2019

-

Problem solving resources

www.nrich.maths.org/frontpage
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Useful websites
Parents/Guardians can help their
child by

-

-

Who can I contact?

www.mymaths.co.uk
www.corbettmaths.com/5-a-day/gcse
www.mrcartermaths.com
Maths exercise books – Please look at students’ Maths books
to see how they are doing in their class work
Marking done in red pen will be valuable feedback from their
class teacher. Students will complete a short class ‘quiz’ in
their lessons after each topic which will be marked by their
teacher. Using feedback, an opportunity to correct their work
and reflect on how well they did will be given after each quiz.
Other class work will be marked by students in green pen.

Subject Leader for
Mathematics
DSL & KS4 leader for
Mathematics
KS5 leader for Mathematic
KS3 leader for Mathematics
Mathematics Teachers

Ms Chhantbar
Ms Mistry
Mr Bagwell
Mr Tamjidi

Mathematics Learning
Support Assistants

Mrs Leasenco
Miss Grishina
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Miss Baskaralingham
Miss Fernandes
Mr D Ahmed
Mr Lewandowski
Mr Onyuma
Mr Wragg
Mr Tamjidi
Ms Solomon
Miss Desai
Mr Bookatz
Ms Nostran
Ms Chhantbar
Ms Mistry
Mr Batra
Ms Potch
Mr Chauhan

Music
Topic 1

Topic 2

Topic 3

Curriculum Content
Klezmer music
 Learn the basic features of Klezmer
music.
 Learn to play the Freygish mode.
 Learn and perform “Hava Nagila”.
Variation
 Learn to play a given theme on the
Keyboard.
 Learn to play two different variations.
 Use Cubase to compose your own
variations.
Caribbean
 Learn the basic features of Calypso
music.
 Learn about syncopation (off-beat
rhythms).
 Learn to read the bass clef.
 Learn and perform “Yellow Bird”.

Extra-curricular Activities

Show My Homework:
Equipment and Books
Students need:
CTAM lessons:

Useful websites:
Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

Assessment
- Individual keyboard
assessment
(performance).
-

Compose two variations
using Cubase.

-

Individual keyboard
assessment
(performance).

There are lots of fun and interesting music clubs on offer at JFS. You
don’t have to play an instrument to join them, just ask Mrs Bellinger
(Subject Leader for Music) or your music teacher for any advice. All
music activities run at lunchtime and include:
- JFS Singers
- JFS Orchestra
- Jazz Guitar Group
- Steel Pans
- African Drumming
- Vocal Club
- Tech Club
- Guitarkestra
- Klezmer Band
- Ukulele Club
Most Music homework will be set on “Show my homework”. Please
ensure that you have downloaded the app and/or have a log-in.
- Music work pack (given to you by your teacher)
- Pencil case
- Own instrument (some lessons only)
- In Years 7 & 8, students have lessons in ‘CTAM’ classes
(Computing, Technology, Art and Music). They are also a
great opportunity to meet other students across the year
group.
- Do ensure that you tell your Music teacher if you play an
instrument.
- https://www.musictheory.net/
- http://www.musictechteacher.com/index.htm
- Assisting with HW.
- Helping students with practice!
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Who can I contact?

Subject Leader for Music
Deputy Subject Leader for Music
Teachers of Year 8 Music
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Mrs Bellinger
Ms Padda
Mrs Bellinger
Ms Padda

Physical Education
Invasion Games

Net/Wall Games

Disability Sports

Fitness

Curriculum Content
 Students play a recognised sport that
they will play throughout the unit.
Roles and positions are studied while
developing skills to compete in an end
of unit team-based competition.
 Students play a recognised game and
develop more advanced skills. Tactics
and movement of an opponent are
developed to compete in an end of unit
competition.
 Curriculum content - Students will learn
to adapt and take on the challenges
experienced by disabled athletes taking
part in Blind Football, Seated Curling,
Boccia and Goalball. They will learn the
rules and regulations of each sport, the
skills required and possible tactics
before competing against each other in
a house tournament.
 Students study differing methods of
training, their
advantages/disadvantages and their
effect on the body.

Dance



Gymnastics /
Trampoline



Athletics



Strike/Field



Extra-curricular Activities:

Assessment
Formative, lesson-by-lesson,
assessment followed by an
end of unit competition.
Formative, lesson-by-lesson,
assessment followed by an
end of unit competition.
As above

Written tasks in lessons as
well as a final assessment
involving planning a brief
training regime. Performance
in fitness lessons will also be
considered.
Students study a specific theme of
Formative, lesson-by-lesson,
Dance looking at 90’s Hip Hop. The final assessment followed by an
performance involves specifically
end of unit final performance.
choreographed sections and also gives
students the opportunity to develop
their own motifs as part of the group.
Gymnastics lessons begin to look at
Formative, lesson-by-lesson,
counter balance and tension in floor
assessment followed by an
work as well as multi-tiered balances.
end of unit final performance.
Students begin trampolining lessons
learning safe usage and developing
skills towards intermediate twists.
Students study each Athletics event in
Formative, lesson-by-lesson,
turn learning official rules, regulations
assessment judging all
and recognised techniques.
disciplines of Athletic events.
A recognised strike/field game is chosen Formative, lesson-by-lesson,
as basic skills are developed into
assessment followed by an
competitive games.
end of unit competition.
A wide range of extra-curricular clubs complement the PE
curriculum throughout the year. Clubs take place at lunch times
and are well attended. Students have the opportunity to
represent the school in borough, county and national
competitions.
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Show My Homework: Students
will be set the following tasks on
SMHW for each topic.
Equipment and Books Students
need:

Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:
Useful websites:
Who can I contact?

No specific homework will be set for PE lessons but students may
be asked to perform research or complete tasks in their own
time. These tasks will appear on SMHW.
PE Kit suitable for all weathers – polo shirt, shorts, blue socks,
white socks, trainers, rugby top or fleece, waterproof jacket.
Football boots and mouth guards may be required at certain
times in the year. Students will be informed of when/if they will
require them.
- Assisting with HW.
- Ensuring that students participate in physical activity
outside of school.
- Ensure students have the correct equipment for lessons.
• BBC Bitesize (www.bbc.co.uk/education)
Subject Leader for PE
Mr Bartram
Head of Arts Faculty
Miss Quarrell
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Science
Term 1
Term 2
Term 3
End of Year
Test

Curriculum Content
 A – Nutrition.
 D – Pure & Impure Compounds.
 H – Electricity.
 B – Gas Exchange.
 E – Materials.
 G – Waves.
 C – Respiration & Circulation.
 F – The Earth & the Atmosphere.
 I – Heat Transfer.
 End of Y8 Exam –May.

Extra-Curricular:
Assessment
Show My Homework: Students
will be set the following tasks on
SMH for each topic in Science
Equipment and Books Students
need:
Extra-Curricular:
Useful websites:
Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

Who can I contact?

There will be tests after each
topic. All tests will be carefully
worked through following the
controlled conditions in class by
teachers so that students have a
clear understanding of the
explicit requirements for each
test.

- Y7-11 Science Homework Support Club.
- March Science Week Y7-13.
There will be tests after each topic. All tests will be carefully
gone through in class by teachers.
Initial topic research, essays, designated questions, self-directed
questions, projects, vocab and meaning quiz revision, exam
questions, spellings revision.
- Exercise Book & Text Book & sturdy wallet
- Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil,
ruler, ruler, colour pencils, working calculator.
- USB stick
- Y7 Science Club
- Y7-11 Science Homework Support Club
- March Science Week Y7-13
- BBC bite size for KS3
- Ensuring they learn their keyword definitions
- Reading through and discussing the pre-test and posttest sheets
- Asking their child what their strengths and weaknesses
are
- Lesson resources for review and when students are
away ill - All class and homework resources are saved
on the student central resource library that can be
checked at home. Please encourage them to finish
complete all lesson tasks if they have been away. Also
please use Show My Homework to catch up on
homework that has been set.
- Discussing Science topics that occur in the news.
Head of Science: Mr R Daw
KS3 Coordinator: Mrs Mehta
KS4 Coordinator: Mr A Davey
Head of Biology: Mr C Brigham
Head of Chemistry: Mr L Whitehead
Head of Physics: Dr A Holmes
Chief Technician: Mrs G Golding
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Spanish
Topic 1
(September – October)

Topic 2
(November –December))

Topic 3
(January- Mid February)

Curriculum Content
Mi vida (Module 1)
 Presentaciones
Talking about activities.
Expressing opinions using me gusta …
 Mis amigos
Describing friends using adjectives.
Using y, pero, también, nunca.
 Tu nacionalidad
Understanding nationalities.
Writing an extended text.
 Adónde vas?
Talking about places in town.
Using the near future tense.
 Una entrevista
Doing an extended interview.
Using the present and the near future
tenses together.
Diviértete (Module 2)
 La television
Talking about television programmes.
Giving opinions using adjectives.
 Las peliculas
Talking about films.
Comparing things using más … que
(more … than).
 Te gustaría ir a la boleria?
Inviting someone to go out.
Adding expression to your spoken
Spanish.
 No puedo
Making excuses.
Using querer and poder.
 Tengo una problema
Saying what someone else likes or
dislikes.
Using phrases with infinitives.
Mis vacaciones (Module 3)
 Adónde fuiste?
Describing past holidays.
The preterite of ser and ir.
 Qué hiciste?
Saying what you did on holiday.
Using the preterite of -ar verbs.
 Qué tal lo pasaste?
Giving more details of your holidays.
Expressing opinions about past events.
 Un viaje estupendo
Giving a presentation about holidays.
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Assessment
- Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

-

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

End of unit 1 and 2
assessments:
Reading
Translation
Speaking

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

Topic 4
(Mid February- April)

Topic 5
(May- June)

Topic 6
(Mid June -July)

Using the present and the preterite
together.
 Hispanoamérica
Learning more about Spanish-speaking
countries.
Creating a poster about a Spanishspeaking country.
La comida (Module 4)
 Qué desayunas?
Talking about mealtimes.
Time expressions.
 En el mercado
Shopping for food.
Using high numbers.
 En el restaurante
Eating at a restaurant.
The difference between tú and usted.
 Una cena especial
Talking about a past meal.
Using the preterite of -er and -ir verbs.
 -Qué comiste ayer?
Using the preterite of different verbs.
Writing an imaginative text.

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

End of unit 3 and 4
assessments:
Listening
Writing
Translation

-

De moda (Module 5)
 La Ropa
Talking about clothes.
Making colours agree.
 El uniforme escolar
Talking about school uniform.
Using comparative adjectives.
 Qué prefieres?
Choosing an item of clothing.
Using superlative adjectives.
 Vamos a visitar Argentina
Talking about a trip to Argentina.
Using the present and near future
tenses.
 De compras en Barcelona
Talking about different types of shop.
Using “se puede” to say what can be
bought there.

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

End of Year
assessments for
Modules 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5: :
Writing
Translation
Reading
Speaking

La salud (Module 6)

-

Vocabulary tests
scores out of 10

-

No assessments
after end of year
exams. End of year
‘writing homework’
project should be

 Me duele
Learning the parts of the body.
Using me duele and me duelen.
 En la farmacía
Describing symptoms.
Getting remedies.
 Tienes una dieta sana
Talking about healthy and unhealthy
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-

food.
Making resolutions for the future.
 La vida sana
Talking about healthy living.
Using para to make more complex
sentences.
 Mis pecados
Talking about lifestyle changes.
Using three tenses together.

Show My Homework: Students
will be set a variety of tasks on
SMH for each topic in Spanish:

Equipment and Books
Students need:

Useful websites:

Parents/Guardians can help
their child by:

Who can I contact?

redrafted for
display.

Regular revision of vocabulary on www.memrise.com
(Pupils create their own account and accrue points).
- Regular vocabulary tests.
- Written accounts.
- Translations.
- Reading comprehension.
- Grammar exercises and revision of grammar.
- Class exercise book.
- Text book.
- Spanish dictionary (pocket-size is fine) is compulsory.
- Full pencil case – Blue/black pen, green pen, pencil, ruler,
rubber, coloured pencils.
- www.memrise.com
- www.languagesonline.org.uk
- www.duolingo.com
- www.quizlet.com
- www.bbc.co.uk/languages
- Work out a weekly vocabulary revision timetable.
- Supervision of regular revision on www.memrise.com.
- Encourage students to make flashcards to revise
vocabulary.
- Ensure that students use useful websites.
- Check that students have read and responded to teacher
feedback.
Subject Leader for MFL Ms L Simmons
-
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